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3/10 In the transition to luxurious, spa-like bathrooms, homeowners put a lot of effort into making the bathroom a place to relax and relax. The TV setup in the bathroom provides the perfect place to catch up on the news, getting ready or relaxing with a movie and bubble bath at the end of a
long day. Given the nature of the bathrooms, however, you want to ensure the TELEVISION cords are hidden in the wall to protect them from moisture. Here's how to catch cords over the wall. Photo: Courtesy of Smart Tech by Liberty 4/10 TV, hidden in a coffee table, is one of the coolest
ways to hide your device when not in use. You can build your own block or refinish the current piece of furniture like a blanket trunk or cedar breast. This version was custom-made in Canada.Photo: Courtesy of Pinterest/Christopher Saunders 5/10 If a simple television installation on the
wall is all you want, think about making it an exhibit, framing it. This idea capitalizes on the popular fascination with pipe furniture and a rustic and casual way to make a statement. Photo: Courtesy of Pinterest/Jeff Bolser 9/10 Build your own DIY outdoor living room, and you'll have the
perfect place to integrate a TV to use on these warm summer nights. The outdoor TV setup makes sense if you have a large gathering of people to watch a special event as there is usually more space to distribute. The outdoor kitchen is one of our favorite outdoor TV montage ideas.
Photograph: Courtesy of Digital Life Originally published: May 07, 2019 Home House - Components parts of the House Of Walls Family Handyman Mount flat TV panel itself and save hundreds of dollars with these simple-in-follow instructions for low profile, tilt and full motion mounts.
According to DIY family experts Handyman MagazineYou also might have a sniff: TBDOverviewMounting flat-body TV panels on the wall is one of those jobs where little know-how can save a lot of money. A professional installation costs between $150 and $350 plus the cost of the mount
itself. But if you can handle some precise measurements and drive multiple screws, you can do top-notch work yourself in about an hour. We'll show you how to mount a wall TV. In addition, we sift through the confusing variety of mounts and help you choose the version that is best for your
situation. Dozens of models, three styles Don't get overwhelmed by all the wall montage makes and models. They're all just variations of the three main styles. The three styles differ mainly in the way they allow you to adjust the position of the screen. Adjustments can eliminate glare and
increase viewing comfort in other ways, too. But adjustment is most important for Image. Like the computer screen, the image on the TV screen is the clearest when viewed directly on. Thus, a mountain that offers more regulation gives you a clearer picture in more situations and can even
increase the increase where you can place the TV. Most flat TVs are designed for wall TV, but make sure your before shopping for grief. Look for VESA (Association of Video Electronics Standards) on the manual or the TV itself, followed by a series such as VESA 75. Any mountain with the
same VESA number will work with your TV. Also, consider postings before choosing a mount. If you plan to run wiring inside the walls, the attachment design can determine how and where you can install an outlet and cable connection. Here's how to clean your TV screen. Basic mounting
MountLow-profile mounts ($25 to $150) keep the TV close to the wall. This creates fewer obstacles along the paths of traffic and reduces the risk of damage to the TV or bruising. The mounting equipment's downside to these mounts is that they do not allow tilt or other adjustments. So if
you plan to hang the TV much above eye level, low-lying grief is not the best choice. More expensive mounts hold the TV just 1/2 inch off the wall - less expensive models about 1-1/2 inches. Tilting mountsMore adjustabilityTilting mounts ($50 to $200) allows you to mount the TV above eye
level or adjust the angle to suit the situation - what you can do if you're watching TV from the floor one day and the couch the next. Installation of equipment High models is easier to adjust and can be installed at any angle. Cheaper models offer several preset angles and are a little more
difficult to adjust. It's not a problem if you rarely change a corner, but it's a nuisance if you make frequent adjustments. Full motion mounts Bridge universal version Ofl-movement mounts ($100 to $500) allow you to tilt, rotate, pan and expand the TV. This means that you can pull the TV
from the wall and turn it left or right to face the viewer. The recessed Full-motion installation can be mounted on the wall or in a recessed box, as shown. The installation of the mount's equipment folds into a box, bringing the TV as close to the wall as the low-profile mountain will be. The
box also provides a neat exit point for in-wall wiring. Get right to the height of TheLower or higher? It takes three people to position the TV. When you find the right place, marking one corner with camouflage tape. Set the TV to the side and add tape to mark the bottom edge and the other
corner. The most common mistake people make when choosing a place for a TV is placing it too high. Looking at the screen can give you neck pain and dark pictures (especially if the TV mount doesn't bend). Some experts recommend centering the screen at eye level (when you sit).
Others say The slightly lower the better, so the eye level is focused on the top two-thirds of the TV (that's where most of the on-screen action is). But there is no right height. Much depends on the size of the TV and room. The large TV in the large room can be set higher on the wall because
the angle of the ascending view when you sit farther away from the TV. Thus, the best way to choose the height of the installation with a test drive. It's a work of three people - two for holding a TV and a third to judge the height. Just get in the viewing position and look at the screen in
different positions on the wall. Once you've found the right place, spot the location of the TV on the wall with camouflage tape (Photo 1). Then set the TV aside and add more tape to mark the bottom edge of the TV on the wall. The tape should be an ideal level, so use the level to spread it
out. Also find the centers of wall spires with the help of electronic search studs (stud centers provide maximum power to the holder). If you have concrete, brick or flea walls, you can control the screws anywhere. Check the instructions for anchor recommendations. Spread it perfectlyInign-
setting location Mount wall plate on brackets. Measure from the right edge of the TV to the bracket. Transfer the measurement to the wall. Then find the nearest stud and drill. Most wall plates allow the TV to slide left or right a few inches, so the plate should not be perfectly centered where
the TV will hang. But positioning the plate at the right height can be tricky. Many people end up installing it two or even three times before they get it right. Here's how to avoid wasted time and walls full of screw holes: First, screw braces to the TV after instructions. The screw holes in the
back of the TV can be hidden by plastic plugs. Just get them out. Then hang the wall plate on the brackets so that the full mount is attached to the TV. Sign the TV to the wall and measure the distance from the bottom of the TV to the center of each row of mounting holes on the back plate.
On the wall, measure the same distances from the tape and make marks on the stud places. Check the marks with the level to make sure they are perfectly level (horizontally). Then follow the photo. Drill holes on the marks. The holes should be about 1/8 inch smaller than the lagging
screws. If the manufacturer does not include lag screws, check the instructions and pick up the recommended size in the hardware store or home center. Then just screw the plate to the wall using a ratchet key and socket. The necessary tools for this ProjectHave need tools to do this, like
mount a DIY TV project lined up before you start-you'll save time and frustration.4-in-1 screwdriversPreparable KeyProverd drillDrywall sawLevelSocket / ratchet setStud finderTape measure knifeRequired Materials for this ProjectAvoid last-minute shopping trip, having all your materials
ready in advance. Here's the list. Flat TV panel mountLag bolts (if not included in the kit Tape 1) The first step is to choose the right mounting kit. Kits include installation equipment on wooden studs, as well as anchors for installation on concrete, drywall or metal studs. When When buying a
mounting bracket, make sure that the one you choose is able to keep a certain screen size and the weight of your TV. 2) A typical mounting kit consists of an mounting plate that is attached to the wall and mounting arms that are fastened on the back of the TV. The first thing to do is to
attach the mounting hands to the TV. Most TVs have mounting holes flush from the back of the TV. The screw is mounting the weapon to the back of the TV with the equipment included in the kit. Check your owners' guide to help determine the proper hole mounting. 3) Use the stud to find
the outer edges of the stud wall. If the kit comes with a paper pattern, glue it to the wall and use the level to keep it straight. Make sure the pattern is focused on the studs and with a power drill, drill the mounting holes. 4) Next attach the wall plate, screwing in the top two lag bolts and then
the bottom two. Make sure you check that the mountain is level and fixed on the wall. 5) Next connect all the necessary wires to the TV before trying to mount it against the wall. There's nothing worse than getting a TV on the wall before you plug in a DVD player or cable/satellite box and
realizing you don't have room to get your hand behind the TV and plug in anything after that. 6) Finally, you'll want to help lift and guide the TV on the wall plate. Make sure that the mounting weapons rest on the track or rail securely and lock them in place. Some kits require turning the
screw with a screwdriver or turning the handle manually. Now pop open your drink of choice, grab a bowl of popcorn and sit back and enjoy the fruits of your labor. Also check out how you can get a better image on HDTV. This content is created and supported by a third party and is
imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io piano.io
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